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1 
Rather simple facts such as the comparison theorems for discrete 
inequalities are very useful in applied mathematics, especially in the theory 
of discrete dynamical systems, the theory of the convergence of iterative 
methods for solving fixed point equations, and the convergence theory of 
finite-difference methods for solving problems for ODES and PDEs. 
The aim of this paper is to present abstract and general results which are 
generalizations of those one can find in Refs. [l, 33. In the literature there 
are a variety of special results but we do not intend to discuss them here. 
2 
We introduce some notations and definitions. For any nonempty sets 
X, Y we denote by 9(X, Y) the class of all functions with domain X and 
range in Y. Let “4’ = (0, 1, . . . }. For a fixed -p, q E J+~ put Np,q = 
{p, p + 1, . . . . q}; the case when -p, q = + co is also accepted. 
Assume that (X, < ), (Y, < ) are partially ordered spaces. Let 
Fp.c, = F(N,,,, X). We take the natural partial order in S$, induced by 
the partial order in X. We write fn for f(n). Consider a mapping 
F No,,-, xF~.~x~~.~ x X-+ Y. We say that F has the Volterra property 
(see [l]) when for any ~EN~,~-,, x, X, y, YE~~,~, ZEX, and the 
equalities xi = Xi, yi = jji for i E Np, n imply 
F(n, x, y, z) = F(n, X, y, z). (1) 
We say that F is isotone with respect to the third variable and antitone 
with respect to the second one when for any no N,,,- ,, x, ?r, y, YEZ& 
X < x and y <j imply F(n, x, y, z) < F(n, X, p, z). 
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Finally we say that F is inverse isotone with respect o the fourth variable 
when for any nENO,q-,, s, ~EF&, z,f~X 
F(n, x, y, z) d 0, x, .Y, 3 implies z < 5. (3) 
We have the main theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 
( 1) the mapping F has the Volterra property, 
(2) F is antitone with respect to the second variable and isotone with 
respect to the third variable, 
(3) F is inverse isotone with respect to the fourth variable, 
(4) x, JES& are such that 
F(n, s, I: -K, + , ) G F(n, y, ,K, y, + , ), nENo,g-Ly (4) 
and 
Xi < yi9 iE N,,,. (5) 
Under these assumptions the relation 
x~ d )‘il iE Np,y. (6) 
holds. 
Proof The proof is very simple because the set of assumptions is 
properly chosen. It runs by induction. Thus it is clear that our assertion is 
true for iE NP,O. Assume that it holds for ie N,.,. Then according to 
properties ( 1) and (2) we get from (4) 
0, x, ): x,, + , ) G W, Y, -y, Y, + I ) G F(n, ,v, I: yn + I 1. 
Now using property (3) we find 
X rr+I~Yn+l, 
which shows that (6) holds for ie N,.,, , . This together with the induction 
principle completes the proof of our assertion. 
3 
Let us consider some special cases of the theorem. 
(a) Observe first that we get the result of Ref. [3] when p=O, 
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q= + co, X= Y-= R, F(n, x, y, z) = @(n, x,, z). Now (4) and (5) take the 
form 
@hxmx,+,)~@h Yn,Yn+l), nENO,+,? (4’) 
x0 64’0, (5’) 
respectively. In this case all assumptions of our theorem are fulfilled when 
the function @: .A’ x R x R + R is nonincreasing with respect o the second 
variable and strictly increasing with respect to the third one. In fact any 
scalar strictly increasing function is inverse isotone. 
(b) Now let us assume that X and Y are linear partially ordered 
spaces (see [4, 51). For any n E No,,-, , x, YE FP,, there exists a linear 
operator P: X+ Y such that the nonnegative inverse operator P-’ exists 
and the condtion 
F(n, x, y, 2) - F(n, x, y, z) G P(n, x, y; z, Z)(Z - z), 
holds for any z, 5 E X. 
(7) 
It is easily seen that condition (7) implies that F is inverse isotone with 
respect to the last variable. If we have X= Y and 
F(n, x, y, z) = z - G(n, x, y, z) (8) 
for some G then F is inverse isotone when there is a linear operator 
Q: X+ X such that 
G(n, x, y, 2) - G(n, x, y, z) < Q(n, x, y; z, Z)(Z - z), (9) 
and the nonnegative inverse operator (I - Q)-* exists. 
(c) The result of Ref. [ 1 ] is a consequence of the following corollary 
of the main theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that 
(1) the mapping G: No, y ~ 1 x Fp,, x Fp+, x X + X has the Volterra 
property, 
(2) G is isotone with respect to the second variable and antitone with 
respect to the third variable, 
(3) the mapping F defined by (8) is inverse isotone with respect to the 
fourth variable, 
(4) x, y E Fp,y are such that 
xn+I~Gh-~,y,x,+,), nENO.+, 
Yn+I~Ghy9-~,yn+,h nENO.q--lT 
(10) 
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and 
Xi < J?iT iE N,,,. (11) 
Under these assumptions the relation 
Xi<J,, ie Np.y, (12) 
holds. 
We get the results of [l] when G does not depend on the last variable. 
4 
Now we will show how the mentioned result can be applied to error 
estimations of approximate solutions of discrete equations. Assume that X 
is a linear partially ordered space with the property that for any X, y E X 
there exists a supremum of the set {x, y} denoted by sup(x, y). This means 
that X is a vector lattice (see [4, 51). Define 1x1 = sup(x, -x). It is known 
that the absolute value ) .I has the properties: 
l-4 B 0, (xl =0 iff x=0, Ix+yl d I-4 + IA 
lc4 = I4 . Id cc-scalar, Ix~<J’ iff -y<x<y 
(for proof see [4, 51). Put X+ = {x 1 XEX, x20), SL,=F(N,,, X’). 
Consider a mapping G: NO,q _ r x Fp., x X + X and the initial-value 
problem 
=n+l=G(n,z,z,+,), nENOd--lY (13) 
zi = ai, ie Np,o, (14) 
with a given a E Fp,O. 
Let u E 9& be such that for some s E F-pt,, and r E S& , we have 
Iu n+I-Gh4u,+,)l~r,~ nENO+--l, (15) 
IUi- ai\ d Si, iE Np,O. (16) 
We call u an (s, r)-approximate solution of problem (13), (14). Let u E 9& 
be a solution of problem (13), (14). We need to find an estimation of the 
error IU - ul. 
Let g, 2 E pp., be such that 
g n+I~G(n,u+g,u,+,+g,+,)-G(n,u,u,+,)+r,, nENl+L? (17) 
gi 2 si, iENp.O (18) 
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and 
~n+,~G(n,u,u,+,)-G(n,u-~,u,+,-~,+,)+r,, nENo,q-,L, (19) 
gi 2 siv iE N,,,. (20) 
Put II’ = u + g, @ = u - g. By conditions ( 15 t(20) we eaily find the relations 
11’ n + , 2 G(n, 111, M’,, + , ), nENCl,,-,? (21) 
wi 2 ai, iE Np,,,, (22) 
and 
3, + , d G(n, ~7, w,, + ,I, nEN0.y-19 (23) 
Gj < ai, ie N,,,. (24) 
Now using Corollary 1 we get the following generalization of the result of 
Ref. [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that 
( 1) the mapping G: NO, y ~ , x Fp,, x X + X has the Volterra property, 
(2) G is isotone with respect to the second variable, 
(3) the mapping F(n, x, z) = z - G(n, x, z) is inverse monotone with 
respect to the third variable, 
(4) g, 2 E Fp,, are defined by conditions (17)-(20). 
Under these assumptions the following hold: 
and 
g, 2 2 0, -g<v-udg, 
Iv---l <e, (25) 
where v is a solution of problem ( 13), ( 14), u is defined by conditions ( 15), 
(16), and 
e, = SUP(gi, gi), iE N,,,. 
ProojI First we prove by induction that gi B 0, i E N,,,. By our assump- 
tions it is true for ie N,,,. Assuming that this is true for ie N,,,, by the 
Volterra property and the isotonicity of G from (17) we get 
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By the inverse isotonicity of F this implies that g,,, , >, 0. Now the use of 
induction completes the proof of our assertion. The rest is the trivial conse- 
quence of relations (21)-(24) and Corollary 1. 
Observe that in practical applications of this theorem we may meet 
problems because of the dependence of g qnd 2 on u which often is not 
known. To avoid such difficulties let us assume that there is a mapping 
Q: No., ~~ 1 x 5p.y xX+X such that for any ,-ES;,, ii~S&, SEX+, 
n~No.y-,r 
G(n, ii + z, U, + , + s) - G(n, U, U,, + ,) < Q(n, z, s). (26) 
Having this assume that there exists g E FLq such that 
gn+r2Qh g, gn+,)+rn, nENC+Ir (27) 
g;Bs;, ie N,,,. (28) 
Now from Theorem 2 we get 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that 
( 1) assumptions ( 1 t( 3) of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, 
(2) there is a mapping Q for which (26) holds. 
Then for g E Sz, defined by conditions (27) and (28) the estimation 
ID-MI Gg, (29) 
holds. 
5 
Let us now consider the initial-value problem (13), (14) in the general 
case when A’ is just a nonempty set without the vector space and partial 
ordering structures. Under such conditions it seems to be natural to assume 
that there is another linear partially ordered space X, and a mapping 
d: Xx X -+ X, such that for any x, I’, z E X 
d(x, ,,) < d(x, z) + d(z, y), 
Having assumed this we can replace the definition of an (s, r)-approximate 
solution of problem (13), (14) by the following one. We call u an (s, r)- 
approximate solution of problem (13), (14) if 
4u n+lTG(n,uvu,,+,)~r,, nEN+,, (30) 
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and 
d(u,, Uj) d si, iE N,,,. (31) 
Now it is reasonable to ask the question what is the relation between u and 
u when u is a solution of problem (13), (14). To make an answer possible 
assume that there is a mapping Q: N,,q- 1 xP(N,,,, X,)xX, +X, such 
that 
d(G(n, x, w), Gh I’, z)) < Q(n, d(x, y), d(w z)) (32) 
for any n~iV,,,_,, x, TEF(N~,~, X,), w,z E X; here d(x, y) = (d(xi, yi)), 
iE NP,y. Now from Corollary 1 (with necessary modifications) we get 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 
(1) the mapping B has the Volterra property, 
(2) Q is isotone with respect to the second variable, 
(3) the mapping @(n, x, z) = z - Q(n, x, z) is inverse isotone with 
respect to the third variable, 
(4) h E s(N,,,, X,) is defined by the conditions 
h n+L~Q2(n,kh,+,)+r,, n E No.q 
hi > Sir ie N,,,. 
Under these assumptions the estimation 
d(Ui, ui) d hi, iE Np,ql 
holds. 
Proof: From the definition of v and u we get 
40 PICI~ u,+,)Gd(G(n, 0, u,+~), Gh up u,+,)) 
+4u,+l, G(n, u, u,,,)) 
< Qh 40, u), d(u,, + 1, u,, , )I + rn, 
and 
d(tyi, ui) G si, iE Np,O. 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
nENo,q--lr 
Now the assertion of the theorem is implied by Corollary 1. 
This is a generalization of the corresponding result of [Z]. Notice that 
the result of Theorem 3 applies also in the case when A’ is a vector lattice 
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(compare the discussion of Section 4) and the mapping G is not isotone 
with respect to the second variable. In this case one can take X, =X and 
d(x, ~1) = Ix-vi. As mentioned at the beginning of the paper the results 
presented here adopted properly can be used for error estimations of 
approximate solutions of differential problems as well as for investigation 
of the convergence of approximate solutions for such problems. In this case 
the integers p, q depend on some discretization parameter (possibly multi- 
dimensional). However, the discussion of applications of the developed 
theory is left to another paper. 
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